
 

 

 

 

GoSIV! - Smart Industrial Villages 
Support SMEs innovation and initiatives  

within Smart Industrial Villages (SIV),  

an approach for renovating  

traditional urban industrial areas. 
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1. The story of the area 

The Roveri industrial area is a big area located on the borders of the Bologna city centre. It was 

established during ‘70s, divided by three different districts, where enterprises settled according to 

different “settlement” criteria. The first district was composed through a “traditional” model for 

settlement of middle/big size: the municipality directly negotiate with the companies their settlement on 

the area. Later, about 1975 the municipality of Bologna prepared the PIP-Piano Insediamenti Produttivi 

(the plan defining the industrial areas to be built on the local territory) according to a national law (Law 

10/1978, which also included the rules for taking the land from the owners if the local authority 

pursues a public purpose for the common good). According to the PIP the area was enlarged including 

two more districts. The municipality decide to set the second district as including small craft activities 

and assigned the role of managing the settlement phase to the association of enterprises supporting 

crafts (Confartigianato). The typical model for settlement was the small laboratory or enterprise with the 

craftsman own house attached. Moreover, the municipality decided to set the third district as including 

SMEs and assigned the role of managing the settlement phase to an association of enterprises 

supporting SMEs (API-Associazione Piccola Impresa). Finally, a further part of the total area on the 

borders of the municipal territory was filled in according to a public call defining requirements for 

enterprises willing to settle. Associations of enterprises participated to the evaluation of applications.  

The Roveri area as a whole is included into two different municipal territories (Bologna and Villanova di 

Castenaso) and has a total extension of 1.998.000 mq. It was developed according through a 

systematic plan (while many other industrial area in the region developed on the basis of different 

enlargement over time not specifically expected at the first planning phase). This features implies that 

the area has effective access ways and internal roads, green areas, and composition of private and 

common spaces).  

The composition of enterprises existing and operating in the area changed over time. It was exclusively 

of industrial nature at the beginning. Nowadays, the set of enterprises settled in the area is composed 

by industrial activities, craft activities, services but also commercial, leisure and sport activities. In 

recent years many enterprises left the area or closed and the area used to have many buildings empty 

or not in use. Then, a new incoming of enterprises took place supported by local associations. In 

specific, many companies already settled enlarged their existing production site, or companies already 

operating in other areas decided to move to Roveri area. Currently the number of building not in use is 

very low and there is a demand from new companies to settle in.  

At the moment, about 200 enterprises are operating in the area.  

The area is still changing. Recently new and innovative enterprises established their headquarters and 

production processes at Roveri. Some of them represents significant cases of innovation, or have 

economic relevance at local level, and thus are promoters of requalification, attractiveness and 

innovation in the area. For example.  
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- EON Reality, Californian Company dealing with augmented and virtual reality. It will reconvert a 

building in an Interactive digital centre, hub at national level, investing 24 mln€ and creating 

160 new jobs. This interactive digital center will be used for developing for local companies and 

for hosting training on augmented and virtual. It will be used also as reality and exhibition zone . 

- FIVE-Fabbrica Italiana Veicoli Elettrici: produces electric cycles and innovative solutions for 

electric mobility. The building has been the first NZEB (Near Zero Energy Building) in Emilia-

Romagna and is still a model for energy efficiency. The company proposes an innovative bike 

sharing plan for the last mile mobility (from the Local Public Transport facilities to the 

companies). The project is connected with the empowerment of the railway station in the FICO 

area (FICO-Fabbrica Italiana Contadina Eataly World is intended to be the largest food park in 

the world)  

- FRI foundation - Fashion Research Italy: the foundation has the aim to enhance the leading 

manufacturing excellences of the history of Made in Italy fashion. The exhibition centre of FRI 

will foster the protection of companies’ photographic archives, training and technological 

research in the various sectors of the manufacturing industry. It is located in the old 

manufactory building of “La Perla”, Italian historical fashion brand. 

Improved transport networks and upgraded infrastructures will support the activities of the companies; 

- The Roveri railway station, recently reopened and improved, serves the Roveri and the FICO 

areas 

- Facilities like restaurants, self-services, B&B 

- The opening of a service centre 

The Roveri area represents a typical local industrial area built in the seventies near the urban areas and 

now embedded in the city. This kind of areas are called “transition areas”, and they are potentially 

involved in renovation, requalification, development or regeneration process in order to increase the 

functionality and the attractiveness. 

2. Location and key facts 

The Roveri industrial area is located in the outskirts of the city of Bologna near the highway. In the 

seventies, when this area was built, it was in a marginal position. During the last 50 years, the city has 

expanded, embedding this area into the urban area. The area can be classified as “big area” compared 

with the medium size of industrial area in Emilia-Romagna.  

It is located in a strategic position; there are two highways nearby, the A14 highway connecting the 

north of Italy (A1) with the south and the A13 highway connecting the north east of Italy. Other 

important infrastructures near the area are the Bologna Ring road, the main local road and a local 

railway with a station inside the area. This area is also well connected to the Bologna airport (reaching 

in less than 20 minutes) and is closed to the Bologna Exhibition Centre which leads the regional trade 

fair system with several international trade fairs. 
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The Roveri area is one of the first example of industrial area built with a master plan; with zones 

planned for the industrial activities and zones for artisans. It is possible to see the different size of 

these buildings in the picture. The streets are wide according with the heavy traffic serving the 

manufacturing companies. There are many green areas, some of them for recreational activities. The 

settlement is still efficient despite the great changes occurred over time.  
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Currently there are about 200 activities in the area, including manufacture and handicrafts SME’s, 

different kind of services, shopping centres and recreational activities. Many building have changed 

their original use and we witnessed a transition from industrial to service destinations. 

 

Urban centre (population, n. inhabitants) 390.000  

Area (m2) 1.998.000 

Number of settlements About 200 

Positionn  in the outskirts of the city 

Type of enterprises 
Industrial/ crafts (SMEs), services, shopping 

centres, sport and recreational activities 

3. The needs for renovation of the area  

The Roveri industrial area is facing many changes in the last fifty years. It is important to identify the 

main needs of the area. 

The integration between industrial and urban areas is an important issue; the Roveri industrial area was 

planned with a general idea of efficiency for manufactural and handicrafts activities, but over  time, 

different activities replaced the original ones without an organized plan. Currently, there is a mix of 
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different activities in the area, including shopping centres, recreational services (sport, arts, leisure) and 

business services. This implies that there are different kind of users of this area. 

The ease of accessibility to this area is one of the major need; the wide street planned for trucks, are 

now used also by private vehicles, including cars, scooters and bicycles. There is the need of road 

maintenance due to the heavy traffic, but also different accessibility infrastructures, like bike paths and 

sidewalks, are needed. 

The public mobility is very poor, there are just a few bus lines reaching the border of the area while the 

recreational and sport activities settled in the area need more. The railway station inside the area has 

recently been reopened and it represents a good starting point for the public mobility. It connects the 

city center with Portomaggiore, a municipality in the Ferrara province, with a local railway line. As 

mention before, there is a project to connect the railway station to the rest of the area with electric bike 

sharing in collaboration with FIVE (Fabbrica Italiana Veicoli Elettrici). 

Security is another important issue. The 80% of the companies in the area have their own security 

system, providing only one or two rounds per night. A shared security system instead will guarantee a 

continuous monitoring all night long, with full time private security teams. About 40 companies are 

enough to reach the goal. Currently the number of company with a private security service is bigger, so 

it is a matter of organization and sharing the needs.  

4. Activities performed during Go SIV project and outcomes  

Go SIV activities supported the ongoing process for designing and implementing a process for 

requalification and upgranding of the area, started in 2017 as a bottom up initiative and developed 

under the branding “Roveri Smart Village”. The initiative “Roveri Smart Village” has been promoted and 

coordinated by ENEA and Confindustria Emilia (industrial association) with the collaboration of different 

regional agencies (ERVET among them) and other actors.  

It was developed till now with a bottom up approach including in a common framework different 

instruments and projects. In specific, main activities performed till now refers to  

- stakeholder engagement (a process for involving companies located in the area through workshops 

hosted by the different enterprises, facilitating participation and discussion about renovation 

objectives and measures, drafting of a renovation plan with specific objectives) 

- governance (involvement of local and regional authorities -including the urban district council- and 

establishment of a coordinating board composed by the municipality, the metropolitan authority 

and the regional government).  

- Development of instruments and services for supporting companies (i.e. implementation of training 

about energy efficiency and circular economy issues to companies, implementation of energy 

audits of SMEs) 

Go SIV activities directly supported the “Functional map of the Roveri area” (see par 4.4 for description) 

as a tool or service for promoting the upgrading and attractiveness of the area. The mapping has been 
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implemented by Confindustria Emilia and ENEA, with the aim to increase the knowledge of the current 

situation of the area. The first step before carrying out any activity is studying the current situation of 

the area; to know which companies are settled in the area, what they do, which buildings are empty. 

The principal outcome of this tool is therefore to give an overall picture of the area, putting together 

different information. We have a lot of information about a certain part of the area while others are 

mostly unknown, this gives a distorted view of the territory. An objective representation of the area, 

scalable and implementable with other information, is needed to fully understand the needs of the area 

as a whole 

In the case of Roveri area the functional mapping allowed to know the exact number of enterprises 

settled in the area, the dimension of them (size of buildings and number of employees) and their 

activities. This knowledge, from the geographical point of view, allows to identify potential critical issues, 

or on the other hand, opportunity, as for example, collaboration between companies. 

 


